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Introduction 



INTRODUCTION

▪ Any language changes in appearance over time by gaining new meanings of words or 

through the disappearance of old words. This characteristic is called the history of the 

language



INTRODUCTION

▪ We attempt to translate historical records in ancient Korean language based on neural 

machine translation. Inspired by priming, a cognitive science theory that two different 

stimuli influence each other:

▪ We propose novel priming ancient-Korean NMT (AKNMT) using bilingual subword

embedding initialization with structural property awareness in the ancient 

documents

Hangul (Korean)

Ancient Korean



INTRODUCTION

▪ What is Priming?

▪ The process of priming involves the activation of a representation or association in 

the memory just before another stimulus or task is introduced

Red



INTRODUCTION

▪ Based on the examples in previous studies (Pham et al., 2020; Lee et al., 2021) in cognitive 

scientific perspective, we reinterpret the ancient-Korean NMT (AKNMT) with priming a 

representative cognitive science theory

▪ Human-centric approach -> information processing

▪ We apply bilingual word embedding (BWE) to improve the performance

▪ Ancient Korean language – Korean language 



Why AKNMT?



Why AKNMT?

▪ Ancient Korean translation (AKT) refers to the translation of 

historical Korean books such as Veritable Records of the Joseon 

Dynasty

▪ AKT has three major limitations

▪ The first is the time and cost limitation

▪ Threshold of manpower shortages

▪ Quality differences 

▪ A recent study of AKNMT has been conducted to mitigate these 

limitations 
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PROPOSED METHOD

▪ Priming theory to BWE

▪ BWE and priming can infer a target stimulus (i.e., target/Korean) from another 

stimulus (i.e., source/ancient)

▪ Positive priming - providing stimuli accelerates processing to the subsequent 

presentation of the same stimulus

▪ Negative priming - previous exposure to a stimulus adversely affects the response 

to the same stimulus 



PROPOSED METHOD

1) Ancient-Korean Subword Embedding Initialization

▪ Goal - Initialize the training of priming AKNMT using ancient-Korean subword

embedding

▪ Subword tokenization - Ancient language structure aware byte pair encoding (BPE); 

tokenization to recognize ancient entities ( such as a king’s name, location, and the 

name of the social class.)

▪ Bilingual word/subword embedding - BWE training to find the mapping between 

two languages from a bilingual signal



PROPOSED METHOD

2) Priming AKNMT

▪ Hypothesis – negative priming (Transformer) ; positive priming (LSTM) 

▪ Transformer - consists of positional encoding, which lead to a decrease in the 

model performance 

▪ LSTM - rather than transformer owing to the remaining positional information 

available in LSTM



PROPOSED METHOD

<Overall architecture>



Experiments



DATASET DETAILS

▪ We utilized the same training and test data as those used by Park et al. (2020)



MODEL DETAILS

▪ Positive Priming model - two-layer LSTM and Bahdanau attention mechanism 

(Bahdanau et al., 2014)

▪ Negative Priming model – Transformer (Vaswani et al. 2017)

▪ vocabulary size of 32,000 words and 5 beam size

▪ Evaluation metric - BLEU



EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

▪ Four cases 

1) Monolingual word embedding 

2) Monolingual subword embedding

3) Bilingual Word Embedding (BWE)

4) Bilingual Word Embedding (BSE)



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

▪ Positive (PP) VS negative priming (NP) model 

- positive priming model, we achieve the highest
model performance; negative priming model, 
degrades the model performance

▪ Interference Theory – forgetting effects by (1) 

newly obtained information interfering 2) 

acquisition of new information

▪ Interpretation of results – positional embedding 

by pretrained embedding can deteriorate the 

model performance by hindering the retrieval of 

the pre-obtained BWE



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

▪ Cognitive Dissonance (CD) Theory –

human beings tend to change their 

cognition when they encounter an 

imbalance between their attitude and 

behavior, to maintain a balanced state of 

their cognition

▪ Interpretation of results - The 

ensembled Bi subword model shows an 

imbalanced state and a better performance 

than the ensembled Bi model that shows a 

balanced state



Conclusion



CONCLUSION

▪ In this study, we reinterpreted the AKNMT task based on the concept of priming and 
presented the priming AKNMT model, which exhibited state-of-the-art performance

▪ Furthermore, we adopted the method of entity-restricted subword segmentation, which 
considers the characteristics of AKNMT and improves the model performance

▪ We conducted a quantitative analysis for all the cases of embedding initialization methods 
and interpreted the results from the perspective of human sense using interference theory 
and cognitive dissonance theory
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